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1. The product of two positive numbers is 11520

and their quotient is 9/5. Find the difference

of two numbers.


1) 60 2) 64 3) 74 4) 70

2. The smallest  number by which 243000 be
divided so that the quotient is a perfect cube

is.


1) 3 2) 7 3) 9 4) 1

3. (251 + 252 + 253 + 254 + 255) is divisible by.
(251 + 252 + 253 + 254 + 255)   

1)23 2) 58 3) 124 4) 127

4. Find the largest number, which exactly divides
every number of the form (n3-n) (n-2) where

n is a natural number greater than 2.
n
 (n3-n) (n-2)   

1) 6 2) 12 3) 24 4) 48

5. 380 mangoes are distributed among some

boys and girls who are 85 in number. Each
boy gets four mangoes and each girl gets five.

The number of boys is.

      
      



1) 15 2) 38 3) 40 4) 45

6. In an office, there are 108 tables and 132
chairs. If 1/6 of the tables and 1/4 of the chairs

are broken. How many people  can work in
the office if each person requires one table

and one chair.
     
      

     

1) 86 2) 90 3) 92 4) 90

7. The square root of 33 - 4 35  is.

33 - 4 35 

1)  2 7 5  2)  7 2 5 

3)  7 2 5  4)  2 7 5 

8. What is the HCF of 5 6 8, ,
4 8 25

5 6 8, ,
4 8 25 

1) 1
5 2) 1

100 3) 1
200 4) 1

50

9. The greatest 4 - digit namber exactly divis-
ible by 10, 15, 20 is.



1) 9990 2) 9960 3) 9980 4) 9995

10. The average age of 24 students is 15.5 years.

The teacher's age is 24 years more than the
average age of all students and the teacher.

What is the age of teacher (in years).
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1) 40 2) 42 3) 40.5 4) 41.4

11. In class of 40 students, 60% are girls. The
average of the girl's marks is 72 and that of

the boys is 54. What are the average marks
of the whole class.


    


1) 65.4 2) 65 3) 64.8 4) 65.2

12. Average of 'n' numbers is a. The first number

is increased by 2, second one is increased by
4. the third one is increased by 8 and so on.

The average of the new numbers is.
na



1)  
12 1n

a
n

 
 2) 2 12

n

a
n




3) 2 1n

a
n


 4) 2 1n

a
n




13. Find the sum of

1 2 31 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

n
n n n n

                                

1 2 31 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

n
n n n n

                                



1) n 2) 1
2

n

3) (n+1) 4) 1 ( 1)
2

n 

14. If 3x + 4y - 11 = 18 and 8x - 6y + 12 = 6,

then what is the vlaue of 5x - 3y - 9 ?
3x + 4y - 11 = 18, 8x - 6y + 12 = 6,
5x - 3y - 9
1) 18 2) -9 3) -27 4) -18

15. What is the equation of the line whose y-in-
tercept is -3/4 and making

x-

1) 4x - 4y = 3 2) 4x - 4y  =-3
3) 3x - 3y = 4 4) 3x - 3y = -4

16. If x is real, then the minimum value of (x2 -
x+1) is.

n    (x2 - x+1)  

1) 3/4 2) 0 3) 1 4) 1/4

17. If x2 - y2 = 80 and x - y = 8, then the average

of x and y is.
x2 - y2 = 80, x - y = 8x, y

1) 2 2) 3 3) 4 4) 5

18. Neha's weight is 140% of Tina's weight.
Mina's weight is 90% of Lina's weight. Lina

weighs twice as much as Tina. If Neha's
weight is x% of Mina's weight, then x is equal

to.

      
x% x


1) 264
9

2) 777
9

3)  90 4) 4128
9

19. The difference between 38% of a number and
22% of a number and 22% of that number is
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3200. What will be the value of 115 %
2

 of that

number.

      

 115 %
2 

1) 2800 2) 3100
3) 3000 4) 3200

20. In an office, 40% of the staff is female. 70%
of the female staff and 50% of the male staff

are married. The percentage of the unmar-
ried staff in the office is.

      
    

1) 64 2) 60 3) 54 4) 42

21. A person sells 400 mangoes at the cost price

of 320 mangoes. His percentage of loss is.


1) 10% 2) 15% 3) 20% 4) 25%

22. The prices of two  articles are in the ratio 4 :
5. If the price of the first article is increased

by x% and that of the other is decreased by
30% then the new prices of A and B will be in

the ratio 10 : 7. The value of x is.

 x%      
x 

1) 24.5 2) 22.5 3) 25 4) 20

23. A man bought a horse and a carriage for Rs.
40,000. He sold the horse at a gain of 10%

and the carriage at a loss of 5%. He gained

1% on his whole transaction. The cost price

of the horse was.


     

1) Rs. 15000 2) Rs. 16000
3) Rs. 18000 4) Rs. 20000

24. A tradesman gives 4% discount on the
marked price and gives 1 article free for buy-

ing every 15 articles and thus gains 35%. The
marked price is increased above the cost

price by.


      

1) 40% 2) 39% 3) 50% 4) 20%

25. A shopkeeper gains Rs. 56 on a toy after al-
lowing 23% discount on its marked price. If

his gain is 10%, then the marked price of the
toy is.

     


1) Rs. 810 2) Rs. 800
3) Rs. 560 4) Rs. 740

26. A sum of money becomes 41
40

of itself in 1
4

years at a certain rate of simple interest. The

rate of interest per annum is.

    1
4

  41
40
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1) 10% 2) 1% 3) 2.5% 4) 5%

27. The amount Rs. 2,100 became Rs. 2,352 in
2 years at simple interest. If the interest rate

is decreased by 1%, what is the new interest.



1) Rs. 210 2) Rs. 220
3) Rs. 242 4) Rs. 252

28. A sum of Rs. 15,000 is invested partly at 12%
per annum and the remaining at 10% per an-

num simple interest. If the total interest at the
end of 2 years is Rs. 3,344 how much money

was invested at 10% per annum.




1) Rs. 6,200 2) Rs. 6,600

3) Rs. 6,400 4) Rs. 6,500

29. The compound interest on a certainsum in 12
2

years at 10% p.a.interest compounded yearly,
is Rs. 1,623. The sum is.

 12
2




1) Rs. 5,000 2) Rs. 6,000

3) Rs. 6,500 4) Rs. 7,200
30. What is the rate of interest (in %) if simple

interest earned on a certain sum for the 3 years
is Rs. 6,000 and compound interest earned

for 2 years is Rs. 4,160 ?




1) 9 2) 8 3) 12 4) 6

31. The compound interest amount on a certain

sum at a certain rate percentage p.a. for the
second year and third year Rs. 3,300 and Rs.

3,630, respectively. What is the amount of

the same sum at the same rate in 12
2  years,

interest compounded yearly.



 12
2 


1) Rs. 37,215 2) Rs. 36,300

3) Rs. 38,115 4) Rs. 36,000
32. If (x3 - y3) : (x2 + xy + y2) = 5 : 1 and (x2 - y2)

: (x-y) = 7 : 1, then the ratio 2x : 3y equals.
(x3 - y3) : (x2 + xy + y2) = 5 : 1 (x2 -

y2) : (x-y) = 7 : 12x : 3y
1) 4 : 1 2) 2 : 3 3) 4 : 3 4) 3 : 2

33. A fruit seller sold big, medium and small sized
apples for Rs. 15, Rs. 10 and Rs. 5 respec-

tively. The total number of apples sold were
in the ratio 3 : 2 :  5. Find the averge cost of

an apple.
::
 

1) Rs. 8 2) Rs. 10 3) Rs. 9 4) Rs. 7

34. Dheeraj distributes his whole property among
his wife,  his three sons, two daughters and 5

grand sons such that each  son or one tenth
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of that of each daughter. His wife gets 40%

of that of the total amount get by his sons and
daughter. If each daughter received property

of 1.25 lakh then what is the value of prop-
erly received by his wife and three grandson.



 
    



1) 32,500
2) 2,57,500

3) 2,82,500
4)Cannot be determined

35. Three vessels whose capacities are 3 : 2 : 1
are completely filled with milk mixed with

water. The ratio of milk and water inthe mix-

ture of vessels are 5 : 2, 4 : 1 and 4 : 1 re-
spectively. Taking 1/3 of first 1/2 of second

and 1/7 of third mixtures, a new mixture kept
in a new vessel is prepared. The percentage

of water in the new mixture is.



        


1) 28 2) 32 3) 30 4) 24

36. A liquid 'P'  is 31
7 times as heavy as water and

water is 21
5

 times as heavy as another liquid

'Q'. The amount of liquid 'P' that must be

added to 7 litres of the liquid 'Q' so that the
mixture may weight as muxh as an equal vol-

ume of water, will be.

P 31
7



Q  21
5

QP
     


1) 7 litres 2) 15
6 litres

3) 5 litres 4) 24
3  litres

37. The current ages of sonali and Monali are in

the ratio 5 : 3. Five years from now, their ages

will be in the ratio 10 : 7. Then, Monali's cur-
rent age is.




1) 5 years 2) 3 years

3) 9 years 4)   15 years
38. A, B and C invested their capitals in the ratio

of 2 : 3 : 5. The ratio of months for which A,
B and C invested is 4 : 2 : 3. If C gets a share

of profit which is Rs. 1,47,000 more than that
of A, then B's share inthe profit is.

A, B, C
  C A

     B 
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1) Rs. 1,26,000 2) Rs. 1, 68, 000

3) Rs. 1,05,000 4) Rs. 1,89,000
39. Three partners A, B, and C share in profit

and loss in the ratio 3 : 4 : 7. If befor chargaing
30% tax, the profit of the year is Rs.110166

then what is the  share of B after charging the
tax.

A, B, C 
    

B
1) Rs. 24,673.10 2) Rs. 31,476

3) Rs. 9,442.80 4) Rs. 22,033.20
40. A, B, and C enter into a partnership by in-

vesting their capitals in the ratio of 2 3 5: :
5 4 8

After 4 months, A increased his capital by
50%, but B decreased his capital by 20%.

What is the share of B in the total profit of
Rs. 2,82,100 at the end of a year.

A, B, C2 3 5: :
5 4 8 

AB
B

1) Rs. 97,500 2) Rs. 1,01,400

3) Rs. 1,00,750 4) Rs. 83,200
41. Two workers A and B working together com-

pleted a job in 5 days. If A worked twice as
efficiently as he actually did and B worked 1/

3 as efficiently as he actually did, the work
would  have been completed in 3 days. To

complete the job alone. A would require.

A, BA
   B   

A


1)  15
5  days 2) 16

4 days

3) 17
2  days 4) 38

4 days

42. Some carpenters promised to do a job in 9
days but 5 of them were absent and remain-

ing men did the job in 12 days. The original
number os carpenters was.

       
    


1) 24 2) 20 3) 16 4) 18

43. If 1 man or 2 women or 3 boys can complete

a piece of work in 88 days, then 1 men, 1
woman and 1 boy together will complete it

in.


       

1) 36 days 2) 42 days
3) 48 days 4) 54 days

44. A pump can fill a tank with water in 2 hours.

Because of a leak inthe tank it was taking 12
3

hourse to fill the tank. The leak can drain all

the water offo the tank in.
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 12
3




1) 8 hours 2) 7 hours

3) 14
3  hours  4) 14 hours

45. A monkey can climb on a round pillar whose
height is 21 m, 6 metre in one minute, but in

next minutes 3 metre. How much time,
moneky will take to reach the top of pillar.



 

1) 10 min 2) 11 min
3) 12 min 4) 13 min

46. A man starts from a place P and reches the
place Q in 7 hours. He travels 1/4 th of the

distance at 10 km/hr and the remaining dis-
tance at 12 km/hr. The distance between P

and  Q is.
  P    Q   

     
P, Q 

1) 72 km 2) 90 km

3) 80 km 4) 70 km
47. A train passes a man standing ona platform in

8 seconds and also crosses the platform which
is 264 metres long in 20 seconds. The length

of the train (in metres) is.




1) 188 2) 176 3) 175 4) 96

48. A hall 25 metres long and 15 metres broad is

surrounded by a verandah of ujiform width
of 3.5 metres. The cost of flooring the veran-

dah, at Rs. 27.50 per square metre is.
 
      


1) Rs. 9149.50 2) Rs. 8146.50
3) Rs. 9047.50 4) rs. 4186.50

49. The circumference of a triangle is 24 cm and
the circumference of its in - circle is 44 cm.

Then the area of the triangle is (taking 22
7

  )


  

1) 56 sq cm 2) 84 sq. cm
3) 48 sq. cm 4) 68 sq. cm

50. A solid metallic sphere of radius 8 cm is melted
to form 64 equal small solid spheres. The ra-

tio of the surface area of this sphere to that of
a small sphere is.

 
     


1) 4 : 1 2) 1 : 16 3) 16 : 1 4) 1 : 4

Direction (51-52) : Five friends Pavan, Kiran,
Ramesh, Siva and Tarun are using Five dif-
ferent cars such as Maruthi, Kia, Hundai, MG
and Honda and they are is different colours
like White, Red, Black, Green and Blue but
not in the same order. Pavan has Honda but
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not in green colour. Kiran has Red MG Car.
Tarun has Black Colour car but it is neither
Kia nor Hundai. Ramesh has a Blue colour
Car but not Maruthi. Those who have green
colour car using Kia.

     


     



     




51. Which car owns Ramesh.
1) Maruthi 2) Kia
3) Hundai 4) MG
Ramesh
 
 

52. What is the colour of Car Honda.
1) White 2) Red
3) Blue 4) Black

 
 

Direction (53-54) : Complete the following series.

53. 425, 121, 16, 49, 169, ____

1) 225 2) 250 3) 340 4) 256
54. BI - 89, DK - 185, FM-385, HO-737, ____

1) JQ - 1369 2) JQ - 1289
3) JQ - 1296 4) JQ - 729

55. Find the wrong number in the following se-
ries.


18, 9, 27 45 325 567, , ,
4 8 64 128

1) 45
8 2) 325

64 3) 9 4) 567
128

Direction (56-58) : Eight Persons P, Q, R, S, T,
U, V, and W are seated aroun a circular table
facing the centre. They are Manager, Engi-
neer, Chef, Pilot, Lawyer, Doctor, Architect
and Teacher. V sits second to the right of
Manager. The Piolt and Engineer are  imme-
diate neighbours of V. R sits seconds to the
right of T, who is lawyer. T is an immediate
neighbour of the pilot. Only one person sits
between W and U. S sits third to the left of
T. P sits exactly between U and S. The Ar-
chitect sits second to the left of P. The chef
and the teacher are immediate neighbours of
the Architect. W is not a Teacher.

P, Q, R, S, T, U, VQ

    
     
V
     
V
R, TT
T
WU S,
TUS 
P P

W

56.  Who among the following is a Doctor.

1) R 2) V 3) W 4) P

57. Who sits between R and manager ?
RManager 
1) W 2) T 3) S 4) U

58. Who sits second to the right of Pilot.
1) Engineer 2) Lawyer
3) Chef 4) Doctor

 
 

59. If P - Q means P is Mother of Q
P + Q means P is Brother of Q
P x Q means P is Sister of Q
P  Q means  P is Son of Q
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Which of the following expression is correct
of A is the husband of B?
P - QP, Q
P + QP, Q
P x Q P, Q
P  QP, Q
B, A

1) A - R V B 2) A  M  V + B
3) A  W - N + B 4) A - C + K  B

60. Q's Mother is the sister of P and daughter of
K. M is the daughter of P and sister of R.
How is K related to R.
1) Grand father 2) Grand Mother
3) Uncle 4) Can't say
QPK
M, P    R  
K, R
 
 

61. Statements: 1) No Shirt is Saree
2) All Sarees are Blankets
3) Some Blankets are Lockers

Conclusions : I) No Blanket is Shirt
II) Some lockers are Sarees
III) No Locker is Shirt
IV) Some Blankets are Sarees

1) Only I and II follows
2) Only II and III follows
3) Only III and IV follows
4)  Only IV follows





 I)
II)
III)
IV)

III
IIIII
III IV
IV

62. Statements : 1) Some Books are Papers
2) All Papers are Pens

3) No Pen is Pencil
Conclusions : I) Some Pens are Books

II) No Pencil is Paper
III) Some Books are not Pencils
IV) No Pencil is Pen

1) Only I, II, III follows
2) Only II, III, IV follows
3) All follows
4) None follows





 I)
II)
III)
IV)

I, II, III
II, III, IV 



Direction (63-64) : Find the odd one.

63. 1) 101 2) 91 3) 71 4) 61
64. 1) DL-3 2) CX-8 3)BV-11 4) EY-6
65. In a certain code language "Sin Bin Fin"

means "Lilly and Food", "Pin Tin Fin" means
"Delicious Red Food" and "Kin Din Sin"
means "Beautiful Yellow Lilly". Then what is
the code for 'Yellow'?
"Sin Bin Fin""Lilly and
Food","Pin Tin Fin"  "Delicious Red
Food""Kin Din Sin""Beauti-
ful Yellow Lilly". 'Yellow'

1) Kin 2) Din
3) Kin (Or) Din 4) None of these

66. In a certain code PICTURE is Coded as
UIECPRT. Then how  is "RELATION" be
coded.
PICTUREUIECPRT 
"RELATION"

1) AEIOLNRT 2) OIEALNRT
3) OIEATRNL 4) AEILNORT
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67. Complete the series .

EF _ HFGH _ G _ EF _ EFGE _ GH
1) GEHEF 2) EGHHF
3) GEHHF 4) GEFHE

Direction (68-70) : L $ W 4 S K @ M 5 H # I 6 N
? T 8 U 9 £

68. Which element is 5th to the right of 15th ele-
ment from right of both Ist and IInd half of
the above series is reversed.
      
     
       

1) # 2) £ 3) 9 4) I

69. If we Cancelled all the symbols in the above
series then which element is 5th to the left of
the letter which is exactly between in remaing
series.
     
     

1) W 2) S 3) 4 4) 8

70. Howmany numbers that are immediately pre-
ceded by consonant and immediately followed
by consanant in the above series.
 

1) 1 2) 2 3) 3 4) 4

71. CONSTABLE : 810 : : RECRUITMENT :
____
1) 1552 2) 1352 3) 1400 4) 1452

72. PRINTS : EIQAMK : : ENGLISH : ___
1) IAMWQLO 2) IAMWQKQ
3) IAMWQKO 4) IANWQKW

73. 369785 : 10 : : 7432596 : _____
1) 10 2) 100 3) 90 4) 12

74. Vijay is Taller than Kiran, who is Younger than
Mohan. Varun is Taller than Mohan but
Shorter than Lokesh. Anand is Taller than
Arun but Shorter than Kiran. If they are stand-
ing according to their  heights in descending
order than who is Third.
      



      

1) Mohan 2) Vijay
3) Can't Say 4) None of these

75. Statement : I Like Doctors and want to be-
come a Doctor.
Assumptions : I) I am Not a Doctor

II) I am a School Teacher
1) Only I is implcit
2) Only II is implicit
3) Both I and II are implicit
4) Neither I nor II is implicit
 

I)

II)
I
II
III
III

76. If  means addition and 'x' means subtrac-
tion, then  is
equal to.
 

1) 96 2) 6 3) 3/128 4) 143/8

Direction (77-78) : In the following questions, the
symbols @, #, $, %, * are used with the
meanings as given  below.



P @ Q means 'P is not greater than Q'
P # Q means 'P is greater than or equal to Q'
P $ Q means 'P is neither greater than nor
less than Q'
P % Q means 'P is less than Q'
P * Q means 'P is neither less than nor equal
to Q'
P @ Q P, Q
P # QP, Q
P $ QP, Q
P % QP, Q
P * QP, Q
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77. Statements : B $ R, R * N, K @ N
Conclusions : I) B * K

II) K % R
III) B # N

1) All are true 2) Only I is true
3) I and II are true 4) I and III are true
B $ R, R * N, K @ N
I) B * K

II) K % R
III) B # N


I 
III
IIII 

78. Statements : M % R, R # T, T * N
Conclusions : I) N % R

II) M % T
III) M * N

1) None is true 2) Only I is true
3) Only II is true 4) I and III are true
M % R, R # T, T * N
 I) N % R

II) M % T
III) M * N


I
II
III

79. Which of the following diagram best depicts
the relationship between females, Mother, and
Sisters.

Direction (80-82) : In the Venn Diagram given be-
low, the square represents women, the tri-
angle represents persons who are in Govern-
ment services, the circle represents educated
persons and the rectangle represents persons
working in private sector. Each sectio of the
diagram is numbered. Your task is to study
the diagram and answer the questions that fol-

low.
       

    


80. Which number represents educated women,
who are in Government jobs.


1) 2 2) 3 3) 6 4) 4

81. Which number represents the uneducated
women, who have Government jobs as well
as jobs in private sectors.
     

1) 6 2) 4 3) 12 4) 9

82. Number 10 represents.
1) educated women in private jobs
2) Uneducated men in Government jobs
3) educated men working in private sectors
4) educated men having private as well as
Government jobs


     






83. A girl was born on September 6, 1970 which
happened to be a sunday. Her birthday would
have fallen again on Sunday in.
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1) 1975 2) 1977 3) 1981 4) 1982
84. A sunrise, Amit and Deepak are having a con-

versation standing in front of each other. THe
shadow of Deepak is formed towards the right
hand of Amit. What direction is Deepak fac-
ing.

               



1) North- East 2) South
3) East 4) Noth

85. A watch, which gains uniformly, is 3 min slow
at 12 noon on Sunday and is 5 min 36 sec-
onds fast at 4 pm on the next Sunday. At what
time it was correct.
    




1) 12 am on same day
2) 12 pm on Monday
3) 12 m on Tuesday
4) 12 am on Wednesday

86. A tortoise walks 1 km in 4 h. He takes rest of
20 min after every kilometer. So, you have to
find out, how much time would be taken by
tortoise to complete 3.5 km journey.




1) 14 h 2) 13 h 3) 15 h 4) 12 h

87. Sudha went to watch movie 9 days  ago. She
goes to watch movies only on Thursday, What
is the day of the week today.



1) Thursday 2) Saturday
3) Sunday 4) Monday

88. How many times in 24 h the hands of a clock
are straight?

     

1) 48 2) 44 3) 24 4) 22

89.

1) 38 2) 64 3) 4 4) 16

90.

1) 34 2) 42 3) 44 4) 45
91. There are 25 boys in a horizontal row. Rahul

was shifted by three places towards his right
side and he occupies the middle position in
the row. What was his original position from
the left and of the row.




1) 15th 2) 16th 3) 12th 4) 10th

92. In each of the questions given below, which
one of the five answer figures should come
after the questions figures on the right, if the
sequence were continued.


Questions Figures
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Answer Figures

1) b 2) a 3) c 4) e
93. How many triangles are there in the following

figure.


1) 29 2) 23 3) 19 4) 25
Direction (94) : In each of the following questions,

find the answer figure in which question fig-
ure is embedded.
      


94.

 

95. What is the fewest number of blocks you
nenend to add to make this shape into a cube.

           


1) 30 2) 41 3) 50 4) 51
Direction (96-98) : Read the information given be-

low carefully and answer the questions that
follow.





96. How many smaller cubes are there having only
one surface painted with red colour.


1) 18 2) 24 3) 36 4) 54

97. How many smaller cubes are there having two
surface painted with red colour.


1) 8 2) 24 3) 36 4) 54

98. How many smaller cubes are there having only
three surface painted with red colour.

1) 8 2) 24 3) 36 4) 54

99. From the given four positions of a single dice,
find the colour at the    face opposite to the
face having red colour.
     
     


1) Yellow 2) Pink
3) Green 4) Black
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100. 5-8=3, 9 - 27  = 6, 7 - 64 = 3 then 3 - 27 =
?
1)           6 2) 7 3) 3 4) 0


101. Which of the following groups is present in

animal cells.

1) Mitochondria, Cell membrane, Cell wall,
Cytoplasm

2) Chloroplast, Cytoplasm, Vacuole, Nucleus
3) Nucleus, Cell membrane, Mitochondria,

Cytoplasm
4) Vacuole, Cell membrane, Nucleus, Mito-

chondria






102. Match the following.

List - I List - II
A)Ascaris 1) Mammalia

B) Malarial Parasite 2) Arthropoda
C) Housefly 3) Nematoda

D) Cow 4) Protozoa
1) A-3, B-4, C-2, D-1

2) A-3, B-2, C-4, D-1
3) A-1, B-2, C-4, D-3

4) A-1, B-4, C-2, D-3

 
 
 

 
 
 





103. Photosynthesis occurs in.
1) Nucleus 2) Mitochondria

3) Chloroplast 4) Peroxisome

  
 

104. Vaseline was applied to both surfaces of the

leaves of a plant. Which of the following pro-
cess / processes would be affected.

1) Photosynthesis
2) Respiration

3) Transpiration
Select the correct answer using the codes

given below.
1) 1 and 3 2) 2, only

3) 2 and 3 4) All of these
      




    

 
 

105. Match the following.

List - I List - II
A) Vitamin 1) Pepsin

B) Enzyme 2) Carotene
C) Hormone 3) Keratin
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D) Protein 4) Progesterone

1) A-1, B-2, C-3, D-4
2) A-2, B-1, C-4, D-3

3) A-2, B-1, C-3, D-4
4) A-1, B-2, C-4, D-3


 
 
  
 
  





106. The "Pace Maker" is also knows as.
1) S.A. Nodes 2) A.V. Nodes

3) Bundle of His   4) Chordate tendineae

S.A. A.V.
 

107. Assertion (A) : Transformer is useful for step
ping up or stepping down voltages.

Reason (R) : Transformer is a device used in
D.C. Circuits.

1) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the
correct explanation to (A)

2) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not
the correct explanatin of (A)

3) (A) is true   (R) is false
4) (A) is false  (R) is true

  A    



(R)



(A) (R)
(R)(A)
(A) (R)(R)(A)

(A)(R)

(A)(R)

108. Presbyopia is a visual defect caused by.
1) Elongation of the eye ball

2) Shortened curvature of the eye lens
3) Weakening of the ciliary muscles

4) Gradually increasing flexibility of the eye
lens.







109. Which of the following is sensitive to ultra-

sonic waves.
1) Man 2) Bat

3) Bird 4) Fish
        

 
 

110. A pressure cooker cooks food faster because

of.
1) rise in boiling point

2) Fall in boiling point
3) The quality of metal of the body of the

cooker
4) Medium of cooking
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111. The mirror used for the head light of a car is.

1) Spherical Concave 2) Plane
3) Cylindrical 4) Parabolic concave


 
 

112. Which of the following is used in oven ?
1) X-rays 2) UV-rays

3) Microwaves 4) Radio waves

 UV
 

113. Which one of the following is not Noble Gas.
1) Helium 2) Bromine

3) Argon 4) Neon

 
 

114. What do you understand by the term "Bind-

ing Energy'.
1) Energy  relased when a nucleus is formed

from protons and neutrons
2) The force of attraction between an elec-

tron in the first orbit and the nucleus
3) Electron belonging to the same major en-

ergy level
4) Energy associated with a photon



     







115. Match the following.

List - I List - II
A) Potassium bromide 1) Fertiliser

B) Potassium nitrate 2) Photography
C) Potassium sulphate 3) Bakery

D) Monopotassium tartrate 4) Gun powder
1) A-2, B-4, C-1, D-3

2) A-2, B-3, C-1, D-4
3) A-4, B-2, C-3, D-1

4) A-4, B-2, C-1, D-3

 
 
 
 






116. By the end of December.
1) Air pressure in southern india is higher as

compared to Northern india.
2) Sun shines vertically over the Tropic of

Capricom in the southern Hemisphere.
Which of the above is / are correct.

1) 1, only 2) 2, only
3) 1 and 2 4) None of the above
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117. The region in India that is most vulnerable to

seismic movements or earthquakes is.
1) Western Ghats

2) Plains of Northern Uttar Pradesh
3) Sunderbans Deltas

4) The Himalayas







118. Why are  floods so destructive in the Ganga

Brahmaputra valley.

1) The valley is highly  populated with a sub-
stantial population living in flood prone areas.

2) There are no landslides or soil erosion in
the region that increases the velocity of rain-

water.
3) Ganga and Brahmaputra carry large vol-

umes of water and have large catchment ar-
eas.

4) There is intense rainfall in the upper catch-
ment areas of Ganga and in the Indian course

of Brahmaputra River during Monsoon.
Select the correct answer using the codes

given below.
1) 2 and 3 2) 1, 3 and 4

3) 1, and 4 4) 1, 2,and 3




      


     

 
 

119. Which of the following practice (s) help stop
soil erosion.

1) Mulching 2) Mixed farming
3) Crop rotation

Select the correct answer using the codes
given below.

1) 1 and 2 2) 1, only
3) 2 and 3 4) All  of the above

          




    

 
 

120. Most of the salt produced in India  comes
from.

1) Rock - salt deposits
2) Sea water

3) Brine springs
4) Salt lakes



 
 

121. Katkari Tribes, sometimes seen in the news,

is largely found in which of the following
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states.

1) Maharashtra 2) Telangana
3) Karnataka 4) Tamil Nadu


 
 

122. The states with the shortest and longest coast-
line are.

1) Odisha and Maharashtra
2) Goa and Tamil Nadu

3) Goa and Gujarat
4) Odisha and Andhra Pradesh

      






123. The Indian states with the longest and short-

est international borders are.
1) Assam and Manipur

2) Rajasthan and Sikkim
3) J & K and Nagaland

4) West Bengal and Punjab




J & K


124. Duncan passage is located between.

1) South and Little Andaman
2) Little and Great Nicobar

3) North and Middle Andaman
4) Middle and South Andaman







125. Arrange these cities of India in increasing or-
der of latitude from equator.

1) Gwalior 2) Nagpur
3) Bhopal  4) Hyderabad

5) Pune
    
    

 
 

 
 

126. Eastern Ghats are eroded and out through by.

1) Chambal and mahanadi
2) Godavari and Krishna

3) Pennar and Gandak
4) Tapati and Kosi







127. Which among the following is not a good

source of nutritional calcium.
1) Rice 2) Ragi

3) Skimmed milk 4) Egg
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128. The Meghalaya Plateau is said to be rich in

mineral resources. Which of the following can
be found there.

1) Uranium 2) Limestone
3) Iron ore 4) Coal

Choose the correct answer using the codes
given below.

1) 1 and 2 2) 2 and 3 and 4
3) 1, 2, and 4 4) All of the above

    
          

 
 
    

 
 

129. Consider the following statements about the
Delhi Ridge.

1) It is northern extension of the satpura
Ranges.

2) It protects Delhi from the hot winds of the
deserts of western Indian.

3) It forms a critical 'water divide' in North-
ern India.

Select the correct answer using the codes
given below.

1) 1 and 2 2) 2 and 3
3) 3, only 4) 1, 2, and 3

               




      


    

 
 

130. Consider the following pairs.

Peaks State
1) Mount saramati - Nagaland

2) Guru Shikhar - Rajasthan
3) Doddabetta - Tamil Nadu

Which of the pairs given above is / are cor-
rectly matched.

1) 1, and 2 2) 1 and 3
3) 3, only 4) 1, 2 and 3


 
 
 
 

 
 

131. Which of the  following fall under the penin-
sular block of India.

1) Karbi Anglong plateau
2) Rajmahal Hills

3) Meghalaya Plateau
Select the correct answer using the codes

given below.
1) 1 and 2 2) 2 and 3

3) 1, only 4) All of the above
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132. Which of the following mountain peaks could

be found in Andaman and Nicobar islands.
1) Saddle Peak 2) Mount Diavolo

3) Mount Koyob 4) Mount Thuiller
Select the correct answer using the codes

given below.
1) 1, and 2 2) 2, 3 and 4

3) 4, only 4) 1, 2, 3 and 4


 
 

 
 

133. The most part of the river basin of Indus lies
in.

1) India 2) China
3) Pakistan 4) Afghanistan

      

 
 

134. The president's Rule under Article 356 re-

mains valid in a state for the maximum period
of.

1) One year 2) Two years
3) Three years 4) Four years



 
 

135. Money can be advanced out of the

Contingenay fund of India to meet unforeseen
expenditureby the.

1) Parliament 2) President
3) Finance Minister 4) Prime Minister

    


 
  

136. Who of the following vice-presidential can-

didates was elected unopposed.
1) K.R. Narayanan

2) R. Venkataraman
3) Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma

4) Krishna Kant
    

 


137. Who of the following became the prime Min-

isters after being chief ministers.
1) P.V. Narasimha Rao

2) Charan Singh
3) H.D. Deve Gowda

4) V.P. Singh
5) Morarji Desai

Select the correct answer from the codes
given below.

1) 2, 3, 4,  and 5 2) 1, 2 and 4
3) 1,2,3, 4 and 5 4) 2, 3 and 4
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138. In the context of the budget, the term 'Guillo-
tine' is used with reference to which of the

following.
1) Appropriation Bill

2) Consolidated fund charges
3) Voting of Demands

4) Finance Bill







139. The Estimates Committee of the Lok Sabha.

1) Prepares estimates of expenditure of the
central Government

2) Examines the accounts of Departments of

Government of India.
3) Prevents unauthorised collection of taxes.

4) Suggests economies to be made in the cen-
tral administration.





           


140. Consider the following powers / functions.
1) Appointing ministers and allocating port-

folios to them
2) Presiding over the meetings of the cabinet

3) Resolving conflicts between ministers
4) Communicating with the Governor.

The powers / functions of the Chief Minister

of a state include.

1) 2, 3 and 4 2) 1 and 4
3) 1, 2 and 3 4) 1, 2, 3 and 4








 
 

141. Where was a fourth High court was establish
in 1866 ?

1) Bombay 2) Madras
3) Allahabad 4) Galcutta


 
 

142. Indian recently presented its second volun-
tary National Review (VNR) at the United

Nations High-level Political Forum (HLPF).
In this context, consider the following state-

ment.
1) It is a unique process which involves a re-

view of the human rights records of all UN
Member states.

2) NITI Aayog is the nodal agency with re-
spect to preparation of Valuntary National

Review.
Which of the statements given above  is / are

correct.
1) 1, only 2)  2, only

3) Both 1 and 2 4) Neither 1 nor 2
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(HLPF).    
(VNR)

UN


NITI 

 
 

143. Consider the following statements with refer-
ence to Air bubble agreements.

1) It is a bilateral agreement for the transfer
of clean energy technologies between two

countries.
2) India has not signed any air bubble

agremeement so far.
Which of the statements given above  is / are

correct.

1) 1, only 2) 2, only
3) 1, and 2 4) Neither 1 nor 2

      



     

 
 

144. Which of the following are the components
of factor income.

1) Employee compensation
2) Profits

3) Rent
4) Transfer payments

Select the correct option using the code given

below.

1) 1, 2 and 3 2) 2, 3 and 4
3) 2 and 3 4) 1, 2, 3, and 4


 
 


 
 

145. 'Remote Learnign Reachability' Report was
recently released by.

1) National Commission for protection of
Child Rights

2) NITI Aayog
3) United Nations Children's fund (UNICEF)

4) Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
     






146. Consider the following statements.
1)India's first snow leopard conservation cen-

ter will be established in kinnaur, Himachal
Pradesh.

2) Snow leopard conservation center will be
setup in collaboration with UNDP.

Which of the statements given above is / are
correct.

1) 1, only 2) 2, only
3) 1 and 2 4) Neither 1 nor 2
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       UNDP.


 
 

147. With reference to 'Dhole', consider the fol-
lowing statement.

1) Western Ghats and Central India are the
best places to sport Dhole in India.

2) It is listed as critically endangered under
the IUCN's red list.

Which of the statements given above is / are
correct.

1) 1, only 2) 2, only
3) 1, and 2 4) Neither 1 nor 2





IUCN

 
 

148. The "Dual Economy' is a mixture of.

1) traditional agriculture sector and modern
industrial sector

2) Industrial sector and manufacturing sector
3) State ownership of the means of produc-

tion in corporation of foreign organisation
4) Industrial sector and trading of goods ob-

tained throught imports







  


149. The most appropriate measure of a country's

economic growth is its.
1) Gross Domestic Product

2) Net Domestic product
3) Net National Product

4) Per Capital real Income
     

 
 

150. Economic Survey of India is related to.
1) Planning Commision

2) Reserve Bank of India
3) Ministry of Finance

4) Finance Commission







151. Before 1956, which of the following is the

north-west border of the Hyderabd presi-
dency ?

1) Central Province
2) Bombay presidency (Khandesh District)

3) Madrmas state
4) Godavari river
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152. In which place, Manjeera drains itself into

Godavari.
1) Nizamsagar 2) Nizambad

3) Kandukurthi 4) Adilabad

 
 

153. In the restwhile Hyderabad presidency Bima

river course was in.
1) Raichur 2) Mahabubnagar

3) Gulbarga 4) Krishna gramam

 
 

154. The author of 'Thoughts on Linguistic States'.
1) B.R. Ambedkar 2) Fazi Ali

3) K.N. Wanchu 4)  K.V. Rangareddy

 
 

155. Name the All India congress president who

pressured Telangana congress leaders to sup-
port Visalandra ?

1) Jawaharlal Nehru 2) Debar
3) Vallabhai Patel 4) Indira Gandhi

    
     

 
 

156. Which of the following states do not have

krishna Basin ?
1) Andhra Pradesh 2) Madhya Pradesh

3) Karnataka 4) Maharashtra


 
 

157. Name the High court Judge, who gave a Judg-

ment that mulki rules were not applicable to
AP Seb.

1) Justice Komuraia
2) Justice Chennappareddy

3) Justice Kuppuswamy
4) Justice Avula Sambasiva Rao








158.  Naxalbari Movement is against
1) Landlords 2) Moneylenders

3) Politicians 4) 1 and 2


 
 

159. Consider the following statements regarding

Rig Vedic Aryans.
1) There are no evidences of the use of Iron

by Rig Vedic Aryans
2) Trade was conducted on barter system

3) Copper coins called nishka were used as
media of exchange in large transactions.

Which of the above statements is / are incor-
rect.

1) 1, only 2) 1, and 3
3) 1 and 2 4) 1, and 3
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160. What was were the fundamental differnce (s)

in the philosophies of Lokayatas and Ajivikas.
1) Ajivikas believed in fatalism, whereas

lokayatas did not.
2) Ajivikas noted that there are no Universal

laws, whereas Lokayatas believed certain fun-
damental laws existed.

Which of the above is / are correct.
1) 1, only 2) 2, only

3) 1, and 2 4) None of the above




     
     

 
 

161. Consider the following abut Ashoka's
Dhamma.

1) It contained the ideal of a 'welfare state'.
2) It advocated tolerance among all the reli-

gious sects.
3) It banned punishment of offenders and their

imprisonment.
Select the correct answer using the codes be-

low.

1) 1 and 2 2) 2 and 3

3) 1 and 3 4) 2, only
              



       

    

 
 

162. Who among the following made very signifi-

cant contributions in finding the exact value
of  (pi).

1) Aryabhatta and Madhava
2) Bhaskaracharya

3) Budhayana
4) Gyandev and Aryabhatta
      







163. In Indian history, the term ' Apana" is referred

to.
1) Guilds 2) Shopkeepers

3) Artisans 4) Chief merchant
     

 
 

164. Which of the following dynasties do not be-
long to Medieval India.

1) Western Ganga Dynasty
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2) Kakatiya Kingdown

3) Rashtrakuta Dynasty
4) Nanda Dynasty

    






165.  Which of the following dynasties do not form

a part of the delhi sultanate.
1) Khilji 2) Lodi

3) Mamluk 4) Tomara

 
 

166. Which of these languages was popularly
known as Dakshini in Medieval India.

1) Telugu 2) Urdu

3) kannada 4) Classical Sanskrit
     

 
 

167. Consider the following about the stone chariot
at vittala Temple, Hampi.

1) It is made of granite.
2) An image of Garuda was originally en-

shrined with in its sanctum
3) It is a monolithic structure

4) Its base plat form is carved with mythical
battle scenes

5) Two horses are positioned before the
chariot as if they are pulling it.

Choose the correct answer using the codes.

1) 2, 3 and 5 2) 1, 2, 3 and 4

3) 1, 2,and 4 4)  1, 3 and 5







      

 
 

168. Which of the following were not advocated
by the Bhakti movement.

1) There is God in every human being.
2) Annihilation of the age-old caste system

3) Conceptual erudition.
Choose the correct answer using the codes

below.
1) 1,and 2 only 2) 1, and 3

3) 2 and 3 4) 3, only
             




 
 

169. The Governor- General who followed a spir-
ited  'Forward' policy towards Afghanistan

was.
1) Minto 2) Dufferin

3) Elgin 4) Lytton
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170. With reference to the Mahalwari system, con-

sider the following statements.
1) Holt Mckenzie was associated with the

conception of this system.
2) Under the system, ryots paid a variable

sum to the zamindars, who then paid to the
British.

3) A field was a basic unit of revenue assess-
ment.

Select the correct answer using the codes be-
low.

1) 1, only 2) 2 and 3
3) 1, and 3 4) 1 and 2

         

      

     


 
 

171. Consider the following about prarthana samaj.
1) It was established in 1867 in Bombay.

2) Its primary objective was to promote In-
dian spirituality to the west.

3) Its leaders condemned rituals and  super-
stitions of orthodox Hinduism.

Select the correct answer using the codes be-
low.

1) 1 and 2 2) 2 and 3
3) 1, only 4) All of the above

         







 
 

172. Consider the following statements regarding
modern Indian painting.

1) Bengal school was initiated by A
banindranath Tagore.

2) The Bengal school tried to revive india's
traditional art within a nationalistic format.

3) Its greatest exponents did not believe in
art manners or conformity to any system  tra-

ditional or foreign.
Which of the statements given above is / are

correct.
1) 1, only 2) 2 and 3

3) 3, only 4) All the above


      



      
     


 
 

173. The Round Table Conference was organised
to

1) Discuss a future constitution for India.
2) Discuss the implementation of a dominion

status for India.
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Which of the above is / are correct.

1) 1, only 2) 2, only
3) 1 and 2 4) None of the above



 


 
 

174. In the erstwhile Hyderabad Presidency,
Godavari river entered, into presidency in.

1) Nasik Triambakeshwar
2) Kandakurthi

3) Aurangabad (Pulthamba)
4) Nanded



 


175. After 1853, the Raichur district was part of
which of the following subha of Hyderabad

presidency.
1) Aurngabad 2) Gulshanabad

3) Osmanabad 4) Berar
    

 
 

176. The reforms of Bahaman-cha-mubaraw was
not associated with.

1) Qutubshahis 2) Bahamanis
3) Asafjahis 4) None of the above

    

 

 
177. During the reign of salarjung-1, the villages

which fetched constant taxes, were known

as.
1) Peshkash 2) Inam lands

3) Ijara 4) Sarbastas


 
 

178. Nisa, an organization worked against for
which of the following social evil.

1)  Jogini 2) Devadasi
3) Bonded Labour 4) Animal sacrifice

 

 
 

179. Kodavatancha Jathara, is associated with
which of the following district.

1) Warangal 2) Karimnagar
3) Nizambad 4) Medak


 
 

180. During the salarjung-1 reign, the function of

Jamiat-i-zilladari ?
1) Dispute resolution

2) Law and order
3) Survey of statistics

4) District administration
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181. What is the name of the initiative launched by

India to bring back indians stranded in Uk
raine.

1) Operation Ganga 2) Operation kiev
3) Operation Moscor 4) Operatio Bharat

    


 
 

182. Which country launched a rocket to place

record 22 satellites in space.
1) UAE 2) USA

3) China 4) Russia
    

1) UAE 2) USA
 

183. Which  Union Ministry launched the 'IDEX"
platform.

1) Ministry of Education
2) Ministry of Tourism

3) Ministry of Defence
4) Ministry of Law and Justice

'IDEX"





184. What is the new motto of National Commis-

sion for protection of child Rights (NCPCR).
1) Support to children

2) Bhavishyo Rakshati Rakshit
3) All- round protections of child rights

4) Dharmo Rakshati Rakshit

     
(NCPCR)
 
 

185. 'Whitely Gold Award' is presented to people
who contribute in which field.

1) Literature
2) Sports and Games

3) Social Serivce
4) Wildlife and Bio-diversity conservation








186. 'World of Advance Virtual experience
(WAVE)' is an initiative of which indian pub-

lic sector bank.

1) Canara Bank
2) Indian Bank

3) Bank of Baroda
4) Punjab National Bank

(WAVE)'

 
 

187. Which Union ministry is associated with the

pilot phase of the open network for digital
commerce (ONDC).

1) Ministry of commerce and industry
2) Ministry of MSME

3) Ministry of Home Affairs
4) Ministry of Electronics and IT

(ONDC)
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MSME

IT

188. Which institution releases the 'Report on cur-
rency and finance (RCF).

1) Ministry of Finance
2) Reserve Bank of India

3) National payment corporation of India
4) NITI Aayog

(RCF)






189. What is the rank of India in global production

of coal.
1) First 2) Second

3) Fourth 4) Tenth

 
 

190. Which state launched the 'Mukhyamantri

Vitaan Yojna' Programme .
1) Odisha 2) Chhattisgarh

3) West Bengal 4) Madhya Pradesh


 
 

191. Which organisation releases the state of the
world's forests (SOFO) Report.

1) NABARD
2) Ministry of Environment, forst and climate

change

3) Fodd and Agricultural organisation
4) World wide fund for nature

(SOFO)







192. Harshada sharad garud, who was seen in the
news, is associated with which sports.

1) Boxing 2) Weight-lifting
3) Squash 4) Hockey

 

 
 

193. Which start-up recently became the 100th
unicorn of India .

1) Fractal 2) Games 24 x7
3) Open 4) Livspace



 
 

194. "Raising and Accelerating MSME Perfor-

mance" (RAMP) is supported by which glo-
bal institution.

1) International Monetary Fund
2) World Bank

3) UNICEF
4) World Economic Forum

   MSME 
(RAMP)
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UNICEF


195. The Lok sabha passed a bill to merge three
municipal corporations of which city into a

single entity.
1) Mumbai 2) Delhi

3) Kolkata 4) Chennai

       

 
 

196. Balasantula is a.
1) Dance form

2) Caste group
3) Child Artists in telangana

4) River  in adilabad


 


197. Kaloji Narayana Rao was conferred with .

1) Padma sri 2) Padma Bhushan
3) Padma vibhushan 4) Kala prapurna


 
 

198. On which date, the "Telangana Saadhana
samithi" was merged with "Telangana Raashtra

samiti"?
1) 2002 August 13 2) 2002 August 11

3) 2002 August 15 4) 2002 August 14



 
 

199. Which is the famous novel written by
Ampashayya Naveen.

1) Kala Rekhalu 2) Bhumi Puthrudu
3) Salaam Hyderabad 4) Jeevana Samaram


 
 

200. Who was the first president of the Nizam

Rashtra jana sangham.
1) KV Ranga Reddy

2) M. Hanumantha Rao
3) A. Veerabhadra Rao

4) S.Pratapa Reddy

KV M. 
A. S.

***


